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The most important secret project of Nazi
Germany, led by an SS general, Dr. Hans
Kammler. His research led him to develop
time engineering, which helped him create a
machine in 1944 that transported him to
Ethiopia in the year 962. His objective was
to obtain the Ark of the Covenant, which he
transported back to 1944 to the beaches of
Normandy before the famous D Day, or
Operation Overlord.

Horst Bauer knows that his mission is
extremely difficult, but his country expects
the most from him and his men. After
various operations in diverse historical
periods, he is finally ordered to carry out a
mission that could change the course of
history. He must travel to Ethiopia before
the year 1000, seize the Ark of the
Covenant, and carry it to year 1944 and
stop the invasion of Normandy. His team
is helped by the commando groups of Otto
Skorzeny, who are traveling towards
France two weeks before the invasion and
are preparing the defensive with the kno-
wledge they have gained from what has
passed. Now they only must wait…Time,
as never before, is on their side.
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The most powerful weapon
of the 3rd Reich



The author In the same collection:

Felipe Botaya. Londres, 1953.
After having worked in well-known multi-

national companies in England and the

Middle East, Felipe Botaya has been wor-

king for several year now as professor and

conference speaker at various universities

and business schools in both Spain and

abroad. He is the author of various books

dealing with business and companies.

His interest in little known historical

topics related to World War II has pushed

him to research secret Nazi projects from a

different perspective. The result of said

research has been the creation of two lite-

rary books for Ediciones Nowtilus:

Operation Hagen: Antartica 1947, and,

now, Kronos.

Olga’s long journey
From the Russian Steppe to the Argentine
Pampa, a 12 year old girl lives a story of love
and self-improvement in a world shocked by
two world wars.

At the Palace we will meet
Antonio has a dream and is willing to change
his life in order to make it come true.


